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BOUNDS FOR PRIME SOLUTIONS

OF SOME DIAGONALEQUATIONS.II
MING-CHIT LIU
Abstract.
Let bj and m be certain integers. In this paper we obtain a bound for
prime solutions pt of the diagonal equations of order k, bxp\ + • ■■ +/>,./>*= m.
The bound obtained is C<logS|2 + C\m\i/k where B = max, {e, \bj\) and C are
positive constants depending at most on k.

1. Introduction. Throughout p denotes a prime number and k > 2 is an integer.
Let 6 > 0 be the largest integer such that p° divides k. We write pe\\k. Let
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In this paper we shall prove
Theorem 1. Let bx,...,bs be any nonzero integers which do not have the same sign.
Let m be any integer satisfying
s

(1.5)

£ bj = m

(modK).
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// 5 is the least integer with s ^ sx and if no prime can divide more than s — s0 bj
then there are constants CAk) depending on k only such that the equation
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always has a solution in odd primes Pj satisfying
(1.7)

max p,<

where B = max{\bx\,...,

C1|w|1A

+C2(logB)2

\bs\,e}.

Investigations on bounds for integral solutions of diagonal equations similar to
type (1.6) were made by Cassels [3], Birch and Davenport [2], Pitman and Ridout
[11], Pitman [12]. On the other hand, results on bounds for prime solutions of (1.6)
were obtained by Baker [1] and the author [9]. In all previous works on prime
solutions, bounds obtained are of the form C(k, ,5)<maxift/l>8
for any 5 > 0. So (1.7) in
Theorem 1 gives an essentially better bound than the previous one [9, (1.6)] and our
Theorem 1 improves Theorem 1 in [9]. The new bound, C(logB) is obtained by using
[5, Theorem 6] a zero density estimate for L-functions which, as a consequence,
replaces the Siegel-Walfisz theorem on prime distribution applied in both [1, Lemma
1] and [9, Lemma 6]. By this zero density estimate we can obtain a better error
estimate as shown in our Lemma 2 which enables us to treat terms belonging to
category (A) in §4 below. This change causes not only an improvement on the bound
but also a greatly different emphasis in methods.
By (1.1) and (1.2) we see that the divisibility condition on bj in Theorem 1 is
better than (for k > 4) the condition, (bj, b,) = 1 for j ¥= I, which is usually assumed
in additive problems involving primes. By (1.4) and (1.5) our condition on m

coincides with that in the Waring-Goldbach problem [7, p. 100 and p. 108] where the
case b: = 1 was considered.

2. Notation. Throughout we assume that N satisfies

(2.1)

logA'>A'0(log5)2

where NQ > 0 is a large constant depending on k only.
X (modq) denotes a Dirichlet character and Xo (modr?) denotes the principal
character, x* (mod r) is a primitive character, x (mod f) is the exceptional primitive
character and /? is the exceptional zero (see Lemma 1 below). Throughout the
constants c and all implicit constants in the Vinogradov symbols «: , the Osymbols are positive and depend at most on k. The constants Aj are positive
absolute. <t>(q)is the Euler function and for real a write e(a) = exp(i2tTa). Let

(2.2)

P = P(N) = expf/^logJV/lo),

Q = NkP~\

where Ax is given in Lemma 1. The constant ^7/10

in (2.2) will be needed in the

proof of Lemma 2. Let

W(a,X)= L X00e(^),
S(ba) =

£

logpe(bapk),

S(ba,x)=

G<psiN

L
G<psiN

where

G = N(6ks\b\Yl/k.
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For 1 ^ a < q < P, (a, q) = 1 let Jt(q, a) be the major arc which is the set of
real a satisfying \a - a/q\ < 8q with

(2.3)

*q=iqQ)-1.

These major arcs are disjoint. Let J( be the union of all major arcs and m denote
minor arcs which is the complement of J( with respect to the set of a satisfying

Ql < a < 1 + Q-\
For a cz J((q, a) write a = a/q + tj. If p > P then (q, p) = 1, since q < P. It
follows from the orthogonal relation of characters that

(2.4)

S(ba) = <l>(q)~lLW(ab,x)S(bi],x).
x

Note that if p > P then

(2.5)

S(bry,X) = S{bry,x*)

where x* (mod/-) induces x (mod^). Put
I(bV)=
,2(>)

£

)

e(±71n)n-1

+ l</k(k\b\1/ky\

\b\Gk<n*\b\Nk

\l(bV)={

I

e(+W)n-1+^k{k\bf/kY1

\b\Gk<n^\b\Nk

where + denotes the sign of b. I(b-q) is defined only if there is /S. Let

(S(br],Xo) ~ I{bi\)

(2.7)

ifx = Xo>

A(br,,x)=ls(bry,xXo)-Iibv)

if X = XXo,

(s(fcTj,x)

if X* XoandX*

XXo-

By (2.5) we have
(2.8)
3. Lemmas.

A(Z>7,,x) = A(Z,7,,x*).

Lemma 1. Let z = a + it. There isAx such that the Dirichlet L-function L(z,x*) *t 0
whenever a > 1 - Ax/log(P(\t\ + 2)) for all primitive characters x* (modr) and
r < P with the possible exception of at most one primitive character, x (mod?). //
there is such an exceptional character then it is quadratic and the unique exceptional
zero ji of L(z,x) is real and simple and satisfies

(3.1)

A2/f^2(logf)2

< 1 - 0 < Ax/logP.

Proof. See [4, §14].
Lemma 2. For any real X ^ 1 we have

£

I

r^P XAJS,

|A(ftT,,x*)| dV\

^\b\N'-k^P~2

I

where the summation £x* is taken over all x* (mod r).
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Proof. The proof is essentially the same as Theorem 7 [5], In the proof we apply
Theorem 6 [5] and put the T there to be P1.

Lemma 3. Let q = qx ■■■ q, with (qj,ql)=l

for j =t I. Let x (modq)

be

factorized into ITj=1x7 (mod(7y). // (a, q) = 1 then there exist uniquely a^ (mod qj)

with

(3.2)

(«,,<?,) = !

{j = \,...,t),a=

£

^

7 = 1 qJ

and
t

W(ab,X)= 11 W{ajb,Xj)y=l

Proof. This is essentially Theorem 4.1 in [8, p. 159].
Lemma 4. Let hx = h/(h,q)
Then

andqx = q/(h,q).

(0

W{h,x)=

Let x* (modr) induce x (modq).

ifr t qx,

l<t>{q)<p(qiY1W(hx,Xl) ifr\qx where xi (mod?,)
\

is induced by x* (mod r).

Remarks. Lemma 4 is parallel to the known result on the Ramanujan sum and its
generalization [6, p. 450]. In fact, we can also prove that W(h,x) = 0 if r\qx and
(r,qx/r)\k.
Proof. Write q2 = q/qx and n = uqx + v with u = 0, \,...,q2
— \; v = 1,
2,... ,<7,.Then

(3-3)

L X(n)e\—,, = i

\

=

4

/

£
B-i
(«,<7,)=i

e —— \T{v)
\

^i

/

where L(tj) = EZ2_ix("<7i + »)•
Let r \ qx. By the same argument as in showing S(v) = 0 in [4, p. 66] we can

prove that T(v) = 0 and hence W(h, x) —0.
Next consider r\qx. Let d = l~lpiq2/>tgip and / = {«?, + u: 1 < w < <72}.If
(v, qx) = 1 then

(3.4)

£

i=£

/'e«/
(y.<?)=i

£

M«)=£i^

jeSnHJ.d)

n\d

= ^n(i-P-1)P\d

It follows from x*("<7i + i>)= X*((;) and (3.4) that if (u, ?,) = 1 then

T{v) = x*(v)

£

i = x*i°)*iq)<i>i<iiY1-

u= l
(l«7, + (\<7) = 1

By (3.3) this proves Lemma 4.
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Lemma 5. (a) // (a, p) = 1 andp' is the modulus of x ihen \W(a, x)| *S2kpl/1.
(b) If (a,q)
constant C(e,k)

Proof.

= 1 and q is the modulus of x tnen for any e > 0 there is a positive
depending at most on e, k such that

\rV(ab,X)\<C(k,e)(q,b)1/2q1^.
Part (a) follows from a similar argument as part 1 of the proof of Lemma

8.5 [7].
(b) Let x* (modr) induce x (mod?), q' = q/(b,q), b' = b/(b,q). Suppose that
r\q'. Put q' = ITL1/>j' and factorize x' (mod?') into Ylj=xXj (mod/^X where x'
(mod q') is induced by x* (mod r). Then by Lemmas 4, 3, and Lemma 5(a)
t

\W(ab,x)\=<P{q)<P{q')~l\W(ab',x')\<{b,q)Y\\w{ajb',xJ)\
7= 1

^(b,q)1/2((b,q)q')l/2U2k.
7= 1

This proves Lemma 5(b).

4. Major arcs. I. Write

(i^^^qy'zZ
(4-1}

W(abj,x)^ibjV,x),

YJ = ^{q)-1lib^)WiabJ,Xo),

Jj-*(q)-ll(bfl)W{abj,%x*)t
where Jj is defined only when the exceptional character exists. By (2.4), (2.7) we
have

*i0»)- q<P
I L'
f* *[-«(*;+
v))f\
S(bja)di,
a J-»q \
\4
>>J-\
(4-2)

= £ re(^-)pe(-mV)U(^+^

+ ^)dv

where the sum £'a is taken over all a with 1 < a < q and (a, q) = 1.
There are two categories of terms in the last product of (4.2), namely, (A) terms
having at least a factor ify, (B) terms having no factor #^. We shall treat category
(A) in this section and category (B) in §6.
Let Jf denote either Jj or Jj. In category (A) for each fixed h = 1, 2,..., s we
choose Y\hJ^xi(rfT\Sj=h+xJj' as the representative of those terms having exactly h

factors ■Wj.Put

(4.3)

Th(m)= £ £'e(^)/8<
q<P

a

l

°

Yl*rfl

>JS< 7=1

j-h+l

^'e(-wu) *l
(h = l,...,s).

Let

(4.4)

(4.5)

x'j (mod?) = x0 (mod?)

I'ibj-n) = Iibjr,)

or

XXo (mod?).

or l(bjV).
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Then by Schwarz's inequality and (4.1), (4.3) we have

(4.6)

\T„(m)\<Z *(qr I
p^P

Ife[^)hw(abj,Xj)

Xl
7 = 1.h

a

X ^

xn(f|A(M'X7)r^)1/'
j=t\J-Sff

fl W{<*j,Xj)

'7=1

j-h+1

fi [j^i'ib^'dX"',

j

j=h + l\J-Sff

j

where Ex ,,_i,...,* denotes h summations each of which is taken over all x (mod?)
and n/ > 1 are integers satisfying £*•_,l/«7 = 1. Note that each x; (mod?) is
induced by a unique x* (modr-) with ry|? and that each x* (mod/--) and each ?
with r | ? induce a unique x (mod ?). Then by (2.8), (4.6) we have

(4.7)
{oo

/

£

Hqrrei^-

q=\
/=,.n

a

V "

\

h

n^(^,x0x*)

'7=1

rl\q,j=\.h

X n

W(abj,x'j))

xn(r>iA(^.xj)r^)I/' n fri^'i^)!"'^)17"'By Lemma 5 with e = (10-s)"1, the infinite sum inside the curly brackets of (4.7) is

(4.8)

« £ <H?r+i n 1^1 <,i/2+i/ios«5j/2
q=\

7=1

since by (1.2) we have s > 5 for any A:> 2. Also by (2.6) we have IXbji)) «*:TVand
then by (2.3), (2.2)

(4.9)

(jT*1|/'(ft,.i»)f'rfi,]

' « tfi-*/",pi/»,.

It follows from (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) and Lemma 2 that

(4.io)

rj«i)«fi,/2

n|fc/|^1-*/"'/>-2 ( fl
\7-i

/\y-*+i

<k B3s/2Ns-kp-1

= £,,

/v1-*/"/?1/"/
/

say,

since22*_,l/«ji = 1.
5. Singular series.
Lemma 6. For a given p let p8\\k andp%b.
Xo and X\ respectively and

%^/jJ3

Suppose that p' andpj are the moduli of

'^ = 2'

\ 1 ifp > 3.
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If I *SJ < u - 2<f>
- 0, t ^ u + 1 and (a, p) = 1 then
W(ab,Xo)=

rV(ab,XlXo) = 0.

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as Lemma 1 [9].
Lemma 7. Let q = qxq2, (?,,?2)=1

(modqf)(j = 1,2,...,s).

and factorize Xj (mod?)

into n2=iXy/

If

B(m,q)= <t>(qrre(~-)fl
a

V q

W(abJtXj),
'7=1

then
B(m,q)

= B(m,qx)B(m,q2).

Proof. Apply Lemma 3.
By Lemma 1 the exceptional character x (mod?) is real and primitive. Then it is

known [8, p. 159] that
(5.1)

f = 2'p2---p,

where pj are distinct odd primes and / = 0 or 2 or 3. If ? | ? write
(5.2)

q = qiq2,

(?i,?2)

= 1

and

qx = lhpli • • • p','

where I. > 1 (j = 2,..., t); lx > / if / * 0 and lx = 0 if / = 0. Put

(5.3) B,(m,?) = 4>(?r£,e(^)fl
a

\

w(abj,Xj)
q

(h = 0,1,.. .,s),

Ij=\

where x't IS defined in (4.4) and there are exactly h x'j = XXo (mod?) in the last
product of (5.3). Define singular series (h = 0) and pseudosingular series (h =

l,2,...,s)by
OO

(5.4)

y0(m)=

£ B0(m,q)
q=\

OO

and

&>h{m) = £ Bh(m,q).
q=\
~r\q

By Lemma 5(b) all series in (5.4) are absolutely convergent.

Lemma 8. Let f and ?, be defined as in (5.1), (5.2). If Bh(m, ?,) # 0 then qx = dkf
or 2dkr where dk is a divisor ofk.

Proof.

For each pj (j = l,...,t)

in (5.1) with px = 2 let pp\\k. Suppose that

/, > 4 + 0j or / ■> 2 + dj for some j > 2. For simplicity we only give the details for

the case j = 2. Let
(5.5)
12>B2 + 2.
Since no prime can divide all bj, we may assume that p2 1 bx. Factorizing the
exceptional character x and the character xi in (5.3) we have
t

X (mod?) = xi (mod2') fl Xj (modp.),
7= 2
/

Xi (mod?!) = fl X'u (mod/?]'),
7= 1
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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where each xi7 is either Xo (mod/?]') or xyXo (mod/?]<)• % (3-2) for each a with
(«,?,)= 1 there are a. (j = l,...,t)
with (a,pf)=
1 such that W(abx,x\) —

nj„, W(ajbx, x'lj)- Then by (5.5) and Lemma 6 with <j>= 0, for each a in E'a of (5.3)
we have W(a2bx, x'12) = 0. So by (5.3) if Bh(m,qx) # 0 then /</,</+
1 + 0,
and 1 < /, < 1 + fl'•(_/'= 2,3,..., j). This proves Lemma 8.
Lemma

9. (a)

y0(m)

» Bs(1 "J) a«</ (b)

^(m)

■« y0(m)(log./V)"1/2

(A =

1,2,...,5).
Proof. Part (a) is Lemma 5 in [9].
We come now to prove part (b). For each ? with ? | ? define ?, and ?2 as in (5.2).
Since, by the hypothesis on bj, no prime can divide more than s - s0 b}, we have

7= 1

Then by (5.3) and Lemma 5 with e = (10s)"1 we have
Bh(m,qx)

«

4>(qxr

+ 1qs/2 + 1/1YrSo)/2

«

q6/5^2.

Then by Lemma 8 and s0 > 2k ^ 4 (see (1.1)) we have
Bh(m,qx)

«?"4/5.

So by Lemma 8 again we have
00

(5.6)

£ Bh(m,qx)«r^.
<?>
=!

On the other hand, by Lemma 5(a), the divisibility hypothesis on £>. and
\W(abj, x))\ < <t>(p'),we see that the product in B0(m, p') in (5.3) satisfies

fl W{abj,x'j) <(2ky°p"°/2<b(p'Y~S°7= 1

So by (5.3) and s0 ^ 4 we have

(5.7)

|50(m, />') | < <t>(pTn + \2k)>'W2

< (4/c)>'(1-^2'

< c^"'.

For each /> there exists some bj = bx, say, which is not divisible by p. By Lemma
6 for each a with (a, p) = 1 we have W(a/>,, Xo) = 0 if r > e + 2 where j>is defined

in (1.3) and p' is the modulus of Xo- So by (5.3) we have B0(m, p') = 0 if t > v + 2.
Then by Lemma 7 and (?, ?2) = 1

(5.8)

L B0{m,q2)= U^+LB0(m,p')\
q2 = \

Prr\

r=l

/

= £ B0(m,q)/U^+
<?=1

P\r\

zZB0(m,p')\
i= l

/

where vx = p + 1. Separate the last product n^
into T\p,f%p<Cjand n,|^>Cj
where c2 = 4c,. Same as that in the proof of Lemma 5 in [9, see (4.16) and the
product IT, on p. 197] which depends essentially on (1.1)—(1.5)and the divisibility
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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condition on bj in Theorem 1, we have that the first product Y\p\-r,p4Cj satisfies

np\f fi
+ ,=ii: B0(m,P'))
>n
*(/>")"*/>"
\
!
p\f

p^c2

p^c2

> n

pvi(i~s)=c3 > o.

P«2

For the second product \~\p\-r,p>c Dv (5-7) we have

(5.9)

n

[i + i.B0im,p<))>

P\f

\

p>c2

i=l

n

I

c2<P*ir

>

11

(l-c,

tp")

\

,= 1

/

(l-c2/2rJ)»(log?p.

c2<p<r

The last inequality is a simple modification of Theorem 9.3 in [8, p. 92]. Now by

(5.8), (5.9) we have
OO

(5.10)

£

B0(m,q2)^<?0(m)(log~r)c\

-72= 1

Finally, by (5.2) we see that xXo (mod?) can be factorized as the product of xXo
(mod qx) and Xo (mod ?2). Then by (5.4), Lemma 7, (5.6), (5.10) we have
00

•n(«)=

£

oo

Bh(m,qx)

<7l= 1

£

B0(m,q2)«y0(m)(logN)-1/2

<?2= 1

since by (3.1) we have

?4/5(iog?r2»(iogA0i/2.
This proves Lemma 9.

6. Major arcs. II.
Lemma 10. We have

f1/2 7fl= 1 I'ibj-n) dr, « (qQ)s-lN^-k>

J(qQVl

where I'(bjt\) is defined in (4.5).
Proof.

If 0 < tj < 1/2 then for any ol

we have L"=0e(lti) « |ij|_1. Let

ip = 1/A: or $/k. Then by Abel's partial summation formula and (2.6)
b+I'(br,)«\V\-1t\bNkr1+
\
«\ry\~\\b\Gky~1

(lhlNk ±y*-i
J\b\Gk dy

dy)
I

^\ry\-XNl-k.

So the lemma follows.
Let

(6.1) Jh(m)=f/2 I1/(M)
•'-1/2

j-i

A /(tyj)e(-»ti,)dT,
y-A+i

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Lemma 11. (a) \Jh(m)\ < J0(m)(h = l,2,...,s).

(b)If
(6.2)

|m|< (N/4)ks~l

then
J0(m)

»

B-s/kNs~k.

Proof. Part (a) follows from (6.1) and part (b) is essentially Lemma 8 [9].
We come now to treat those terms in category (B) defined in §4. In category (B)
we choose \~\hj=xJ!JY[Sj=h+xJj(h = 0,1,...,s)
to represent those terms \~l)=xJf
having exactly h factors Jfj. Put

T0(m)=
£ E'ef^jNrijyW-mii)*,,
q^P

a

V q

lJ-Sq\j = l

(6.3) th(m)=q^P
£ £'e(^)/S'ffl^
a ^ ° '•'-My-1

/

fl Aei-m^dr,

J-h + 1 JJ

f\q

(h = l,2,...,s).
By (4.1), s > 5, Lemmas 10 and 5 with e = (10s)"1 we have

e r4^)/1/2(ru

n /.Lm,)^

r\q

<<Nsa-k)Qs-i^ ^(?r+i(n(?,fty)i/v/2-)?-1
q^p
\y-'
/
^

Ns-kBs/2p-i/lO

=£2>

say_

So, if we replace the integral /_ J in (6.3) by /_Y/2 we nave trie error £2 given in (6.4).

Then by (6.1), (6.3), (4.1) we have
(6.5)

Th(m)=Jh(m){z *iqT'U '[^Yl

^K>XXo) fl ^H>Xo)>

+ E2.

Similarly, by Lemma 5, if we replace the sum Lq<pj\g in (6.5) by L"_li?|? we have
an error «: Bs/2p-yw. So by (5.4), (6.5) we have

(6.6)
fh(m) = Jh(m)(yh(m) + E3) + E2
(h = 1,2,... ,s),
where £3 = 0(E2Nk~s). By the same argument we have
(6.7)

T0(m) = J0(m)(y0(m)

+ E3) + E2.

Note that each representative in either category (A) or (B) defined in §4 represents at

most 0(1) terms. It followsfrom (4.2),(4.10),(6.7),(6.6) that
(6.8)

Rx(m) = J0(m){#>0(m) + E3) + ol £ Jh(m){S?h(m) + E3}\
+ 0(E2 + £,).
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By (4.10), (6.4), Lemmas 9(a) and 11(b) we see that for j = 1,2
(6.9)

£3/y0(m)

and

Ej/JQ(m)&0(m)

<k B2s2P'^w.

It follows from (6.8), (6.9), (2.1), Lemmas 11(a) and 9(b) that
(6.10)

Rx(m)>\J0(m)^(m).

7. Minor arcs.

Lemma 12. If a cz m then
£

e(abpk)

« N\b\P~"(k)

P<ZN

where w(k)~l = 4{k+2)(k + 1).

Proof. This is essentially Lemma 11 [9] (see also Lemma 5 [1]).

Let
S

B-2i^)= ( II S{bja)e(-ma)da.
m

y~i

Then by Lemma 12 and the same argument as Lemma 12 in [9] we have
R2{m)

«c Ns-kBsp-u(k)(logN)Ci.

By (4.2),(6.10),Lemmas9(a),11(b)and (2.1)
(7.1)

(l + Q~ n

V

j-\

»

S{bia)e(-ma)da

Ns-kB-s\\

= Rx(m) + R2(m)

- c5Bs{s+1)p-u{k)(logN)c>}

> 0.

Choose the least N satisfying (2.1) and (6.2). So (7.1) implies the existence of a
solution of lZsj.xbjPj = m in primes />•and
max p,<N*

Cx(k)m^k + C2(kfogB)\

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark. Combining the Circle Method with the Sieve Method, when k = 1 and
s = 3, the author [10] is able to obtain a bound for solutions of (1.6) to be BA where
A > 0 is an absolute constant. However, for k > 2 it seems that these two methods
do not combine well to replace the (logi?)2 in (1.7) by logB.
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